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ABSTRACT
A multiple surface LED light has at least a first surface on which LED elements are arranged to provide an illumination function and at least one other surface arranged to provide other desired functions, performances, and/or features. The said LED light has a frame or housing, and an opening that allows the exposed one of the first and other surfaces to be changed when external force is applied to the LED light.
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MULTIPLE SURFACE LED LIGHT

[0001] This application is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/950,917, filed Nov. 19, 2010, and incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:


[0003] The above-listed prior applications of the inventor apply optics theory to LED lights for outdoor or indoor applications and powered by alternating current (AC) or direct current (DC) supplied by an electrical grid and plug for an outlet, or by a battery, transformer, solar cell, or other power source to create a plurality of LED light beams to illuminate both close areas and remote areas, the latter by projection means. Other features disclosed in the listed prior patent applications of the inventor and which may be incorporated with present invention in any combination, include the use in an LED light of more than one light source, more than one function, more than one optics means, more than one projection means, and super power saving circuits and cost saving concepts.

[0004] The market-available LED light has only one surface on which to install the LED elements that offer the light function, as well as other circuitry and components of the LED light. The current invention is an LED light with multiple surfaces, at least one of the multiple surface(s) being mounted with at least one LED element that provides at least one pre-determined function, light output, color, effects, and light performance of the type that may also be provided by conventional market-available LED light devices, the other surfaces being installed with other electric devices, circuits, or components, which may be selected from receiving units for any kind of electric device, such as outlets, sockets, adaptors, hubs, USB sockets, memory storage sockets, memory stick sockets, memory card sockets, Internet sockets, face card sockets, prong sockets, quick connector sockets, male or female connector ends, and any electric device’s connector, power connector, electric signal connector, cable connector, other light source, second light device, sound device, sensor device, alarm device, time related device or any other electric or mechanical device.

[0005] The multiple surface LED light of the current invention not only offers illumination but also offers other electric or mechanical device functions on the other surfaces to save people money and save space by providing multiple functions for certain locations.

[0006] The multiple surface light of the current invention has a frame with an opening to enable the multiple surface LED light to change surfaces by an external force applied to the LED light. The frame and opening, depending on the number of surfaces needed, can be any design. For example, for 2 surfaces, the LED light can have a round opening and frame that allows two extended bars of the LED light to be rotated from the first surface to other surface. The LED light can also have more than two surfaces, such as three surfaces, four surfaces, five surfaces, six surfaces or N (any number of) surfaces, the opening and frame being easily designed to accommodate the number of surfaces needed.

[0007] The multiple surface LED light of the current invention may consist of desired parts and accessories selected from a frame, opening, locking means, extend bars, holding means, support means, fixing means, elastic means, screw means, clip tight means to enable the LED light to be installed on any surface by itself or in a group of LED lights, the surfaces including a main substrate of a desk, wall, ceiling, bar, tube, fence, cabinet, power strip, light fixture, light bar, door, window, and rack for indoor or outdoor application, with optional waterproofing or protection from the environment.

[0008] The LEDs included on the first surface of the multiple surface LED light of the current invention may include any LED type, LED color, LED brightness, LED output, number of LEDs, shape of LED, LED dimensions, raised LEDs, flat type LEDs, SMT LEDs, recessed LEDs, and any corresponding shades, covers, lenses, or decorative parts that may be added to increase the value of the LED light. For example, when the LED light device of the current invention is arranged for desk top use, one can put any kind of home-available water bottle, milk bottle, glass, cup, balloon, light transmitting material, transparent material, or translucent material on top of the said LED elements on the first surface to provide different light effects. one does not even need a shade, cover, or lens for the LED elements because the current invention allows people to play with any kind from home-available items to change light effects.

[0009] The multiple surface LED light of the current invention can have its own frame arranged to fit on any surface by itself, including walls, ceilings, boards, cabinets, closets, and doors for indoor or outdoor use, or on any surface of a main object such as a light fixture, light set, light device, power strip, or other objects that form a finish product.

[0010] The external force that causes the multiple surface LED light device of the current invention to change to another surface may come from people, or machine or mechanical device.

[0011] The multiple surface LED light of the current invention may incorporate an electric parts and accessories selected from any combination of resistor, capacitor, IC chip, transistor, diode, sensor means, switch means, timer means, time delay means, adjustable means, sensitivity means, variable electric value means, wireless control means, transmitter and receiver means, PIR means, infrared means, Bluetooth means, photo sensors, manual switches, automatic means to make the said LED element(s) to turn on or turn off to achieve pre-determined functions, effects( ) and performance(s).

[0012] The electric signal connection used by the LED light device of the current invention may incorporate conventional signal connections or apply the signal connections taught in the inventor’s prior U.S. Pat. No. 7,824,185 or the inventor’s copending U.S. 2008/0266 856.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] FIG. 1 shows various configurations of surfaces 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, according to a first preferred embodiment of a
multiple Surface LED light installed in a recess and having a first surface that includes at least one LED element. When an external force is applied to the LED light, the first surface will rotate to expose a second surface that may be fixed in position by lock means and that offers power outlets for a power source, Internet socket, and phone socket to conveniently provide multiple functions in one location on the said LED light and thereby save a lot of space, especially for a working table or under cabinet light fixture.

[0014] FIGS. 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B illustrate one application for the first preferred embodiment in which the multiple surface LED light has been applied to a ceiling, walls, door, or other surface by itself without any other main objects, substrates, or housing means, i.e., in which the multiple surface LED light is directly installed in or built into a building, house, large furniture, or other permanent fixture such as ceiling, wall, door, closet, or cabinet, rather than having a separate housing as is the case with power strips, LED light fixtures, light devices, and light bars.

[0015] FIGS. 4, 5, 6A, 6B, 7, 8, 9, 10, 10A, 10B, 10C, and 11 illustrate other applications of the multiple surface LED light of the first preferred embodiment in which the multiple surface LED light has been applied to other main objects, other substrates, or other housing means in the form of individual existing products available in the marketplace, such as power strips, light fixtures, extension cords (such as the ones disclosed in the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,824,185), wall outlet devices, LED light devices (such as the one disclosed in the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,618,150), foldable devices, extendable devices (such as the one described in the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,722,230), removable devices (such as the one described in the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,726,839), and transforming devices (as described in the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,726,841). The current invention modifies these existing products to become even more useful and practical items because it provides more functions in the same space occupied by the original products.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0016] FIG. 1 a first preferred embodiment of a multiple surface LED light installed in a recess and having a first surface shown in FIG. 1A that includes at least one LED element. When an external force is applied to the LED light to cause it to rotate, as indicated by FIG. 1B, a second surface is exposed, as shown in FIG. 1C, and fixed in position by lock means to offer power outlets for a power source, an Internet socket, and a phone socket, thereby providing people with additional convenient functions at the same location as the LED light. The multiple surface LED light can continue to rotate to return to the first surface, as indicated by FIG. 1D when an external force is again applied to the LED light so that it can be continuously rotated. As indicated in the notes included adjacent surfaces 1A-1D, the LED light may have more than two surfaces and rotate to each of the surfaces successively, with the LED light being provided with poles to enable rotation. The second surface illustrated in FIG. 1C may not only include power outlets and internet/phone connections, the second surface may include USB ports, digital data storage device ports, memory device ports, charger sockets, jacks, adaptors, and various plug means and other connectors. The shape of the surface is not limited to circular, but may also include other frame shapes such as hexagonal or multiple edge shapes, and the number of surfaces may for example be six, four, or three as well as the illustrated two sides.

[0017] The single location of the multiple surfaces therefore can provide multiple electric applications, as shown in FIG. 1, which will save a lot of space, especially for a working table or under cabinet light fixture.

[0018] FIGS. 2 and 3 an application of the light device of the first preferred embodiment, in which the multiple surface LED light may be applied to a ceiling, walls, door, or even a surface by itself without any other main object, substrate, or housing. The phrase “by itself” means that the multiple surface LED light is directly installed in a building, house, furniture, ceiling, wall, door, closet, or cabinet rather than being provided as a discrete unit as is the case with conventional power strips, LED light fixtures, light devices, and light bars.

[0019] As shown in FIG. 2, the first surface (2a) has a plurality LEDs or an LED dot matrix array made up of LED sets (2f) installed on the first surface (2a), and two bars including an extended top bar (2b) and low bar (2c) that provide a pivot axis about which the LED light can be rotated. The two extended bars also have an inner channel to enable electric signal delivery from ends of the bars into the LED light. The electric connections of the embodiment of FIG. 2 may correspond to inventor’s prior electric connections shown in the drawings figures on pages 8 to 13 of the present drawings, or may utilize any other conventional electric signal delivery means. A lock means (2e) enables the LED light to be locked in a particular position without changing the surface to another surface. For example, when the LED light is in the position shown in FIG. 2B, if a lock means were not provided it would be too easy to rotate the device to a different position, which could be very dangerous in the case where a prong means has been inserted into the outlet socket(s) (2f-1). The lock means (2e) (2e-1) not only provides a locking function, but also may act as a release means to enable the LED light to be changed from a first surface to other surfaces as needed. The other surfaces (2a) may have the outlet sockets (2f-1), Internet sockets (2f-5), phone sockets (2f-4), and/or sensor means (2f-2) to offer people a very convenient LED light with multiple functions when the surfaces are changed.

[0020] FIG. 3 shows additional details of the construction of the LED light of FIG. 2 of LED light and the manner in which it rotates from the first surface, shown in FIG. 3A, to another surface shown in FIG. 3D by rotating about the extended poles upon release of the lock means shown therein. The respective surfaces shown in FIGS. 3A and 3D correspond to those shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B.

[0021] FIGS. 4, 5, 6A, 6B, 7, 8, and 9 show the manner in which preferred multiple surface LED lights are applied directly to a ceiling, walls, or the surface of a building or house, and also to existing electric products. Any of the existing products that do not include the light device of the present invention will become out-of-date. More specifically, FIGS. 4, 5, 6A, 6B, 7, 8, and 9 all show LED light bars, or outlet devices, extension cords, or power strips which have been modified to include the multiple surface light devices of the present invention and to be foldable as disclosed in the inventor’s U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,824,185 and 7,726,841. The present invention differs from the arrangements disclosed in the inventor’s prior patents in that the foldable light fixtures disclosed therein are limited to wall outlet units or LED units, whereas the modified foldable light fixtures include light devices that can be changed to outlet devices on the different multiple
surfaces so as to not only offer LED lighting but also outlets and other device with Internet, phone, motion sensor or other functions. It will be appreciated that the existing electric products to which multiple surface LED lights of the current invention’s multiple surface LED light may be applied may be varied without departing from the scope of the current invention. In addition to the foldable devices, the light device of the preferred embodiments may be applied to the power strips, light fixture, and extension cord of the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,824,185, the wall outlet device or LED light device of the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,618,150, the foldable device or extendable device of the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,722,230, the removable device of the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,726,839, and the transforming device of the inventor’s U.S. Pat. No. 7,726,841.

[0022] All these modified existing products will become very useful and practical items because of the addition of multiple functions to the original products, which should be make them more valuable for people.

[0023] FIG. 10 shows other existing electric products to which the multiple surface light device of the present invention may be applied by adding multiple surface light devices to existing extension cords or power strips. Although the power strips have certain required specifications, it is possible to add an LED light to the outlet unit with only a limited change in dimensions because one can use an LED chip having a thickness of a few millimeters so that the multiple surface LED light with an outlet on another surface will have dimensions that are essentially the same as those of the outlet-units in the existing power strip despite the big increase in functions. For example, all power strips or extension cords can add the LED elements on a first surface and still keep the original outlet-units of the power strips or extension cords to enable the power strips or extension cords to become under-cabinet LED light units that allow people to change some of the LED lights into outlet-units other electric devices.

[0024] FIGS. 10, 10A, 10B, and 10C show different possible arrangements for the first surface (FIG. 10A) and the other surface as (FIG. 10B), with FIG. 10 show a power strip or extension cord that utilizes different first and second surface arrangements of the multiple surface LED lights.

[0025] FIG. 11 shows another preferred embodiment in the form of a round power strip or extension cord which has a plurality of the multiple surface LED lights (11-2) (11-3) (11-5) (11-6) on its surface (11-1) and each of the LED lights (11-2) (11-3) (11-5) (11-6) has LED elements with a different style, thickness, shape, brightness, color, control means, circuit, turn-on/turn-off timing, sensor means, switch means, power output, and so forth. Each of these multiple surface LED lights can change surfaces, and in particular from surface (11-5) to surface (11-7), from surface (11-6) to surface (11-11), from surface (11-2) to surface (11-9), and from surface (11-3) to surface (11-10). The center unit (11-4) is not a multiple surface LED light. The side drawing shows how the multiple surfaces (11-2) (11-3) (11-5) (11-6) are changed by rotating from (11a) to (11b) to (11c) and to (11d), so that it is clear how to carry out a change from the first surface to another surface by external force, which may be manual or provided by a motor to automatically the design, or change the design by wireless remote control, or by other external force applying mechanisms depending on market requirements.

[0026] Finally, the manner in which electrical signal delivery is provided to the rotateable first and second surfaces may utilize the teachings of the inventor’s prior U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0266856 and U.S. Pat. No. 7,824,185, the drawings of which are incorporated herein by reference and which show how to provide electric signal delivery from one end to another end of a rotatable, twisting, or movable coupling between units. Alternatively, the preferred embodiments may utilize any other conventional market-available skill to provide electric delivery from one movable part to another.

[0027] It is to be appreciated that the above description is not intended to be limiting, and that any alternative, same function, or equivalent method or improvements may still fall within the scope of the current invention, i.e., that any LED light which has more than one surface and can change to other surfaces may fall within the scope of the current invention.

1. A multiple surface LED light, comprising:
   a. a first surface including at least one LED element arranged to emit light beams according to a predetermined function, output, color, effects, and performance;
   b. at least one additional surface including at least one of the following devices: an electric device; outlet; socket; adaptor; hub; USB socket; memory storage socket; memory stick socket; memory card socket; internet socket; interface card socket; prong socket; quick connect socket; male or female connector socket; electrical device connector; power connector; signal connector; cable connector; additional light source; sound device; sensor device; alarm device, time related device; digital electrical device or processor; and digital data equipment; and
   c. means for installing the LED light in a frame, support, or housing, the frame, support, or housing being fixed or held in a surface of another object or structure selected from a desk, wall, ceiling, floor, ground, bar, tube, fence, closet, cabinet, power strip, extension cord, light fixture, light bar, door, window, rack, and electrical device for indoor or outdoor use,
   whereby the LED light offers an illumination function from the first surface and additional functions from the second surface.

2. A multiple surface LED light as claimed in claim 1, wherein a number of said at least one other surface is at least two said other surfaces.

3. A multiple surface LED light as claimed in claim 1, wherein said first surface has an arrangement of multiple LED elements in predetermined combinations of LED type, color, brightness, output, number, shape, and dimensions, and additional decorative or optical elements for enhancing an appearance and value of the arrangement of multiple LED elements.

4. A multiple surface LED light as claimed in claim 1, wherein the LED light is adapted for desktop use and for a user to place home-available objects selected from a water bottle, milk bottle, glass, cup, balloon, light transmitting material, shade, cover, and lens in front of the at least one LED element to provide different light effects.

5. A multiple surface LED light as claimed in claim 1, wherein the light device has its own said frame for mounting the light device in an opening of said device or structure.

6. A multiple surface LED light as claimed in claim 1, wherein the light device is mounted in a housing of a main object selected from a light fixture, light set, light device, and power strip to form a finished product.
7. A multiple surface LED light as claimed in claim 1, wherein said LED light changes from said first surface to said at least one other surface, and from said at least one other surface to said first surface, when an external force is applied to said LED light.

8. A multiple surface LED light as claimed in claim 1, wherein the LED light incorporates electrical parts and accessories for causing said at least one LED element to turn on and off to provide predetermined said effects and performance.

* * * * *